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COME ON EVERYBODY
CD ENDLESS 97

Listen to the CD (RA3.0 28k stereo)

 

1. RIPE GRAPES
2. PLEASE COME BACK
3. YESTERDAY NIGHT
4. I MISS YOU
5. HEAVENLY LOVE
6. ANNE
7. WHY DO I CRY FOR YOU
8. I WANT TO GRAB YOUR HEART
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PLEASE COME BACK
This song is about FORGETTING. We drink for the future,because when we drink, we can't wait to drink the next drink. We don't really know
how much we drink, we just keep on drinking, to keep it off our minds. We would rather drink now than not drink, so that we don't have to
think about it. That's why some nights we get very, very drunk - so drunk that we don't need to think about getting drunk anymore. I don't
think alcohol has any memory. The alcohol is like a huge river flowing through our lives, into our bodies, it wants to be inside us. And there it
separates into thousands of drops, and the drops are expressing feeling, separated, feeling lost.
I DON'T REMEMBER WHERE THE DRINKS CAME FROM
I DON'T REMEMBER WHERE THEY'RE GONNA GO
I DON'T REMEMBER WHY I SING THIS SONG
BUT I KNOW PERFECT BEER WILL FLOW I DON'T REMEMBER WHY I'M SAYING THIS
I DON'T REMEMBER ANYTHING I MISS
I DON'T REMEMBER WHY I WANT A KISS
BUT I KNOW PERFECT BEER WILL FLOW HAVE SOME WINE
I DON MIND
TAKE A BEER
I DON 'T CARE REMEMBER WE AGREED
WHEN I SAID I WANNA BE WHERE THE DRINKS COME FROM
I DON'T REMEMBER WHERE THEY'RE GONNA GO
I DON'T REMEMBER WHY I SING THIS SONG
BUT I KNOW PERFECT BEER WILL FLOW
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YESTERDAY NIGHT

What I like are drinkers
I like people who drink
they turn they turn they turn they turn me on
When they lift their glasses
all my sorrow passes away away away away awayI sit here, I'm waiting for the booze
I came too late wearing the wrong shoes
I joined the wrong company
and say all the wrong things
but I know exactly what to do:
I just order another drink, pleaseI admire drinkers
drinkers are my friends
cause they know they know they know how to get drunk
When they lift their glasses
all my sorrow passes away away away away awayVery few policemen are drinkers, but there are a few:
Kong police drinkers, drinking police police force
problem royal policeI like drinkers better
better than the police
cause they turn they turn they turn they turn away
when they lift their glasses
it means a disaster to me to me to me to me to meI sit here waiting for the booze
I came too late wearing the wrong shoes
turn your head tomorrow
you don't know the police
but I know exactly what to say:
I don't bÃ¦bu to anyone, pleaseWhat I like are drinkers
I like people who drink
They look they look they look they look so good
When they lift their glasses
all that's ugly passes
away away away away away
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I MISS YOU
This song is about the grace I felt when the taxameter was turned on, somewhere in China. I was determined to take the taxi to the railway
station. The glow on my cigarette burned, and the car drove on in the smog. It took hours, and although it was very cheap I began to get
worried. At last the taxidriver stopped and pointed at something that was supposed to be a railway station, but I couldn't see it. Then he
stopped at a hippodrome, but I refused to leave the car. I made a drawing of a train on tracks and showed it to the driver, saying TAM-TA-
TAM-TA-TAM-TA-TAM. He got angry. Then he turned around and drove me to the railway station I had arrived at the day before. That was
the wrong station, I later found out, but it was a train there which luckily brought me out of nowhere.That is what I mean with grace.
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HEAVENLY LOVE

My boozer is on the other side
he is my antipode
I newer see him and we never care
anyway we share the same globeMy other pal is not anymore
he is as drunk as a duck
But I remember a time when we had
a very serious fuck:/ The only reality makes me think
the only reality makes me drink /.This song is about how you can't find anybody in the middle of nowhere
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ANNE

This song is about drinking a cup with the teeth only, and placing it on the table by bending over backwards.

DO THE DRUNKEN STRETCHING
DO THE DRUNKEN TAI CHI
IF YOU WANT TO FEEL FREEOLD MAN RIVER YOU SHOULD STRECH OUT
LIKE THE HOANG HO
COME ON OLD WHITE GIRL
YOU SURE NEED A DRINK
BEFORE YOU DO YOUR WORKOUT
MAKE SURE YOU'RE REALLY BURNED OUTSTRECHING FETHING
CATCHING COLDSJUMPING TURNING
GETTING OLDDRINKING SWEATING
GETTING DRUNKAND RESTYOU SHOULD HAVE A SOFT DRINK
BEFORE YOU TAKE THE REAL THING
WHICH IS ALWAYS WHISKYOLD MAN RIVER YOU SHOULD STRECH OUT
LIKE THE HOANG HO
COME ON OLD WHITE GIRL
YOU SURE NEED A DRINK
BEFORE YOU DO YOUR WORKOUT
MAKE SURE YOU'RE REALLY BURNED OUTSTART DRINKING ON 1 STOP DRINKING ON 2
1,2,1,2,1,2TURN YOUR GLASS TO THE RIGHT TURN YOUR GLASS TO THE LEFTTAKE A DEEP BREATH
STRECH OUT YOUR ARM
BREATH IN
LIFT YOUR GLASS
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WHY DO I CRY FOR YOU

The drunken ducks
are crossing the river
the very first duck
stumbles on the shore
the others follow
and one of the ducks starts to cry it's lifting its voice
towards the sky
making a sound
this is what it says:there will always be
an old sober fox
hunting us all
in the real world of pain,
fame, wealth, duck positions, posessions and so forthit's lifting its voice
towards the sky
making a sound
and this is what it says:ducks are always living in the future
ducks never see the world beyond
they fish and howl in company:be stupid stupid very stupid
be drunk drunk very drunk
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I WANT TO GRAB YOUR HEART

The drunken horse is unique in that it lowers its centre of gravity three feet below into the very earth itself. That is why even though the
drunken horse appears unstable it is actually quite strong. A well educated drunken horse should be able to support eight times its own
weight. This is similar to the dynamics of standing on an egg which will not break as long as it is upright, but it cracks quite easily when on
one of its sides. I stand on your side. 
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